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Introduction
Natural language and Smiles are both sequential
information that represent an upper level of
understanding. Words in natural language
transcribe some meaning that has been leveraged
in
continuous
embedding
representations
(Word2Vec)1.

Decompose a Smiles

Generate a dataset

Cn1c(-c2cccc(F)c2)nc2c(N3CCCC3)ncnc21

This first task consists in training a generative
model. We used recurrent neural networks2 and
compared our approach to the character by
character state of the art.
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letters:
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symbols:
C, (, @, 1 …
C=O?
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Vector representation
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Meaningful
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…

We decomposed ChEMBL with the vocabulary and
studied how the words were used.

c1ccccc1?

Question:
Similarly to natural language, can we create a
vocabulary of sub-smiles that contain some
semantics and leverage it?

Figure 1: Vocabulary words length
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Word embedding

Tox21 (AUC)

0.78

0.82

ESOL (r2)

0.70

0.71

Number of tokens in the Smiles

Words In ChEMBL were given a vector representation
thanks to the Word2Vec algorithm. The following graph
links vectors that have a distance below a given
threshold. It highlights groups of similar words and
shows that their vector representation caught a form of
meaning.

Conclusions
First successful attempt to create a meaningful
sub-smiles vocabulary and represent it with
Word2Vec
Our approach outperformed the state of the art
in the unconstrained generation task
In prediction tasks, our home-made embedding
shows promising performances with specific
datasets

Dense ChEMBL
(A) Intersections of all
possible pairs

Raw Vocabulary

We used the embedding of our words to form a
new molecular fingerprint used in prediction tasks regression and classification.

Morgan

Figure 3: Words occurence
distribution by length
Occurence (in %) of words of given length

e.g : S(=O)(=O) ∩ C(=O) yields (=O)
(B) As generic as possible with valid
Smiles only
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Build the vocabulary
Our vocabulary must meet requirements:
(A) Construction purely data-driven
—> intersection of Smiles strings

Figure 2: Tokens number
distribution of ChEMBL Smiles
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Vocabulary topology

≈ 80 000
tokens

Perspectives
Adapt the vocabulary to problems with particular
structures
Add chemical information to the words, for
example pharmacophoric fingerprint to enhance
the embedding
Leverage the similarity between words to
extend the applicability domain of predictors

(B) Filtering

Final Vocabulary
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